HOW TO GET TO PIXEL BY BUS

ADDRESS

PIXEL
Via Luigi Lanzi 12
50134 Florence
Tel. +39-055-48.97.00

TAKE THE BUS FROM THE SANTA MARIA NOVELLA CENTRAL STATION

You have to buy the bus ticket before you get on the bus. You can buy a bus ticket from a newspaper stand/shop or a Tabacchi shop with a T sign outside.

A ticket for one bus journey costs €1.20. A ticket for four journeys costs €4.50. You must validate your ticket in the yellow machines on the bus.

A) By Bus N° 4

From the Santa Maria Novella central station, on the side where the Mac Donald is located, take:
Bus n° 4
Get off the bus at the bus stop in Via Fabroni (the second one on this street), walk back down the road and take the first road to your left, Via Melchiorre Gioia. At the end of the road turn left and carry straight on, you will see a supermarket in front of you. Pixel is at number 12 Via Lanzi, the building to the left of the supermarket.

Journey time: 10 minutes by bus and 3 minute walk (from the bus stop)

B) By Bus N° 28

From the Santa Maria Novella central station, on the side where the Mac Donald is located, take:
Bus n° 28
Get off the bus in Piazza Muratori, walk straight on in Viale Giovanni Lami. Carry straight on until the end of the road and you will see a supermarket in front of you. Pixel is at number 12 Via Lanzi, the building to the left of the supermarket.

Journey time: 5 minutes by bus and 10 minute walk (from the bus stop)